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MURRAY RESCUE SQUAD TO AID IN SEARCH
'Seen & Heard County Lady
Passes Away
Around
1 MURRAY

I

:ening

Prevention Of
Accidents Is
Drive Goal

ARMED GERMANY IS DEFENSE KEY, SAYS GRUENTHER

Leave Early This Morning To
Attempt Recovery Of Body

Mrs. Alice Barnett. age 79, pasThe Murray Rescue oquad left It will remain there until the,
sed away this morning at two
al 3:30 this morning to aid in the body of Mrs. Nance is found, d
*thirty at her home in Dexter.
search for the toady- of Mrs. Max it is located in the near future.
Her death was caused by a
Prevention of accidents, the bigNance, one of three persons drownBcath the bodies of Nance and
Our sympathy to the families of stroke She had been ill approxi- gest of all killers and cripplers
of
ed Tuesday night in the Buffalo Smith were found near the autoMr and Mrs Max Nance and mately eleven days.
children will be the object of a
River near Linden, Tennessee. Dro- mobile which had been pushed
She leaves her husband. Minus, safety
drive in schools late this
Noah Smith
wned also were Mr. Max Nance, approximately 200 yards from the
of the Dexter address and is also month.
and Noah Smith
highway, by the swift currents.
survived by one son, &oven BarThe
Kentucky Society for CripDeath striates suddenly sometime&
The tragic accident occurred on
nett of Paducah: One daughter, pled
Children will carry out the
and without the slighern warning.
The bodies of Kance and Mr. Tuesday
night about 6:30 or 7:00
Mrs Edna Crain ef4Pai1s, Tenn.: safety campaign
in conjunction with
Smith were recovered on Wedneso'clock, The three Murrayans were
one brother, Joseph
Smith
of It. Easter Seel appeal
day_ The funeral of Smith will be on
their wag back to Murray after
The telephone people certainly Benton. Kentucley. Other surviv:
Elementary and high athool
held today at the Max I Churchill attending
an automobile auction in
cooperated with us Wednesday. ing relatives include three grandwile receive folders carrying a
, Funeral Home The body orNance Columbia. Tennessee,
The rumors were flying thick and children and eight great _grand• safety pledge prepared by the
I is now in Friendship. Tennessee,
fast Wednesday morning but we children
Kentucky Advisory Committee. for
The river had gone back - fgato
the horre of Mrs Nance's parents'
The funeral will be held Satur- the Prevention of Accidents, headed
can't print rumors We have to
its banks, at the last report, 4.iit
day
afternoon
at
get the facts from-somebody who
thvo-thirllY. by Wendell Butler, 'tate Superno trace of the body of Mrs. Nagce
o'clock at the Methodist Church intendent of Public Instruction.
knows whet he is talking about.
in Dexter. of Which Mrs. Bar- is designed for study by young.
•
nett was a member Rev. Daniel sters and their parents.
We gat en the telephone and cal- Tucker
will
Officiate
at the
"It Ii logical that we are interest..
hsi the Naohville State Highway service and burial will be in the
e in revention, because accidents
Pattel office and they didn't have Gordon Cernetery.
kill more children from one to 14
any irit.irsrustion. The telephone
Pallbearers well be
Joe
L. than the combined total of the
folks just twittered um over to Barnett, A T. Harriett.
Rag& rane diseases most frequent causLawrenceburg Tennessee to anoth- Burnes.
Clint
Skaggs. Stafford ing death." Talton K. Stone. state
,
er patrol office and put us through Curd and Lee Ernestberger
Easter Seal chairman. said. .He
10 Patrolman Wabb Who was on
"minds may c-all at the Max' mideahe statistic& came from Ned
By UNITED PRESS
OM. ALISID GRUINTHIR, supreme allied commander for Europe, uses a big map In Washington to
-the scene of the accident
H. Churthill Funeral Home until Dearborn. National Safety Council
Illustrate Ida conviction that if Germany is rearmed, the Russians can be kept out of Western EuFamilies fled from their homes
the funeral hour
President.)
...-ontributIon, plus new atomic hattleneld weapons, would hurl
ropa- He sold ha believes the German ,
today before an immense ice jam
-Wir still probably are not strong enough yet to
Stone said in Kentucky 294 childback the largest invasion the Soviets could muster.'
on the Niagara River and rising
We appreciate the help given us
attack,". he told the Washington Advertising council, but "We have an
twist successfully an
ren between one and 14 and anflood waters in Mississippi
In obtaimng the texts of
this
(international/
overwkelminr alirretalialoin caoacitv in event that war should break out today -.
other 304 young people between
The pounding Niagara Ice jam.
tragedy because everyone wanted
15 and 24 were killed by accidents
the Worst in 46 years, and the
so know what happened
1953.
flood crest on Mississippi's Tom'Taking the National Safety Cobigbee River were both products
uncil's ratio of three or four
The or weesper people
la
the
of a series of spring storms which
permanent injuries to one accid4nosses. and TV shows are paychic
have killed 49 persons across the
entai death, between l.MIS sod 2.300
and seem to know everMileing that's
Sly RAT IT DOKIlaTT
LOS ANGELES it? -The Calif- country
°Milken and young adults were
pr ang ori even Nei-ire •bey haPPon
errua Atnietic Corruption:U.
1% Ale ystats -eggsames.sMq
perlmenesitly injUred len 11tlett
'nfildPitarpe09MIZMICr e."1"Ple
the •itaferbaidrig
West and Midwest With
year
Stone
by
said.
accidents."
pie te roal life They always apftP -A dog's lung kept a 13-year
38-year-old Archie Moore because
The next meeting of the Call- "Prevention is vital, and
blowing snow storm The snow
so is old buy alivea University
preciate people calling in to tell
the
light
heavyweight champion combined with desert salt flats to
•oway County S'onservation Club care for those now crippled"
them of something that has hapofMinnesota surgeon closed three
"has an organic heart condition"
will be held Saturday night, March
lay a weird layer of salts/ aiud over was seen
At its highest stage,
Stone said the Kentucky Society's small holes in his heart.
pened
Clayton Frye, Southern Califor26. at The Murray Woman's Club Easter Seal funds pay for
the river was well out of its banks
esrts of Utah and Wyoming
medical
Murray Motors. Inc was broken nia boxing inspector
For
15
minutes
the
surgeon
I
for the cornHouse at 7.00 P M. with a basket care and rehabilitation for accident
The LT F. Weather Bureau fore- and covered the highway in (WO
That's Mot the way we first heard supper Each
worked in the boy's "dry heert."I into some time last night and MINTIOn, said after reading a medimember is urged to
pr
oo
dol winerecataahkert
the story
nh d an automatic cal report on Moore. "It may mean cast near blizzard conditions today feet of water.
Wednesday
Someone attend this meeting -and to bring victims, and children crippled by while the dog's lung kspt his wood I t
The current of the river was
all causes
for parts of Kansas and from four
was kiwi ennui& to call us at along their
supplied with life-giving oxygen.
the end, of his career"
entire family All meso swift that large pieces of asphalt
Studies show accidents happen
Police officers said
noon to see if we had heard
that
The dramatic new technique. anthe
Commiwiontr Physician Dr James to six inches fa snow for northwest
mbers are to bring along a basket most
in babies under one year other "first"
by university doctors thief or thieves entered the Ford B. Ryan examined Moore, who and central Missouri and southern
of food which will be spread in and
in children between 15 arid in
The missiles' reached the age of the dining room
this type of operation, was re- agency by way of the door on currently weights in at close to Iowa Southern Illinois braced for
onesix Welneiday and he was quite , At this meeting, The Junior 19. Among infants, more than
vealed at a news conference late Maple street
200 pounds before a scheduled,snow and Kentucky and Tennessee
third of fatal accidents are caused
carried away with the idea
Thursday night
non -title fight with Frankte Daniels1 were warned of thundershowers
'Conservation Club boys that won
They said the door was either
by inhaling or eating food or
Patient's capadltiaa -Geed'• •
in Sin Diego last Friday. Ryan and snow flurries.
prizes in the recent birdhouse objects which choke children, he
left open by milake last night,
We started to tell turn it wouldn't building contest, will receive their
The boy. Calvin Rochunond of
recommended that Moore be deThe storm had already hit hard
said In the 1 - 4 and 5 - 9 age
or that the thief entered with a
be so enjoyable when he got older. prizes All Junior Club Members
Pine Bluff. Ark, was operated
nied permission to enter the ring farther west Traffic accidents pyrgroups, biggest danger is being
Nothing else was noticed
key
but didn't want to spoil his tun
upon
Wednesday.
and
the fight was called off.
He was reported
in the county are invited to bring hit or backed over by autos.
amided at Denver. Colo., where
missing this morning by owner
— in -good condition" early today.
Ryan made
a comprehensive re- eight inches of snow was expected.
their families to this, supper.
.
Between 10 - 14. deaths from autos
Bell Salomon
who notified' the
Prifured in a-triesk accident tare
port to the commission in which and Ornahait Neb., got six inches
There will be a short business decline and the number of drownpolice at 6.00 o'clock
• he mild "the exertion
of training
meeting with some important an- inga rises. Deaths In the 15 to 19 Auguet. Calvin had been given a
The mercury went to 20 below
A blow torch used in the busi- and boxing would be ifiartivisable zero at Helena. Mont., and it was
nouncements. The-se announcements year group come mainly from year to live by University of
will be pertaining to the recent driving motor vehicles. In 1953. Arkansas docteirs unless the holes ness was used to try and enter and dangerous. Archie Moore as below zero in parts of northwest
a safe in the garage. but this an organic heart condition."
ordering of Racoon - arid rabbits.
Minnesota, Central Wyoming, North
to 24 age cculd be closed.
Madisonville. Ky -Two thou- To finish ti the meeting, a picture 212 of the 31:04 in the 15
Ryan, contacted in San Diego Dakota and Montana.
He was flown to the University apparently ended in failure SoloKentucky accidents
by
killed
group
sand messengers .frorrt.oevery part entitled "Water Wilderness' will be
of Minnesota last week because of mon sard that the thief moved Thursday night when the commisvehicle mishaps.
Of Kentucky are expeated here shown This picture was made at died in motor
fee Park Grows
the institution's su cess in "dry- about fifteen filing cases to get sion's decision Was made known,
for the annual Kentucky Baptist a great expense by the We-tern
On the wind-swept Niagra Rivheart" surgery. first in "deep at the back of the safe in
a emphasized that Moore ,did not
Wortan'a Missionary Union 'meet-I Ain - Supply Co and was filmed
freeze" technique and more recent- closet Part of the wall se-as torn have a heart murmur, but a "heart er, the ice was packed 30 feet deep
Me at First Baptist Church April in tn, Everglades of Florida The
ly in a revolutionary cross-cirCula- out and some insulation, but en- condition which could be corrected'in some spots and was 55 feet
5-7 Mrs Encil Deen, Lexington.- plc-tore shows nearly all forms of
high under 75-foot high Lewiston
tan) operation
trance in the back could not be with treatment.slat. president, will preside.
Moore, a 20 year veteran of the stuperroon bridge It was rising a
wild animals that live in the
Until "dry surgery" was per- obtained. The thief then went
The W
is auxiliary to thei swamps.
fected. surgeons literally had to around to the front of the safe ring' wars, won the light heavy- foot and a half every hour under
The three Methodist Conferences "work
General keerration 01 Haptirgsin
The success of thu meeting deblind" in the heaet, feeling and dripped art the wooden fac- weight title Dec. 17. 1952, from the bridge
Hospital in
Noah Smith
Kentucky
Mrs
R.
Ferguson. pends on all members attending, that own Methodist
their way With the heart free of ing that was placed there when Joey Maxim..
of
*rhe lee swept away docks depledges
reported
have
Memphis
Louisville. is executive secretary.'so everyone is urged to be at The
blcod, they can see what they're the safe was built into the wall.
molished small ikomes, and knocked were torn from the road surface
"Go Quickly and Tell" i'ill be Woman's Club House at 7:00 P. M. $1.4611404 toward their combined doing.
The pistol taken was a 9mm
out three poWer generators as and scattered over a large corngoal of -1,500.(0 in the $2.500.000
the theme of the 52:1c1 annual on Saturday. March 26.
The earlier "deep freeze" tech- Czechoslovakian "personal pistol"
it piled up along a nine-mile field in the bend of the highway,
Methoditit Hospital Building Cam- nique.
session. The meeting will convene
kept the heart dry on1Y-it of an army officer: and r was a
Apparently the Nance car had
stretch beyond Queenston. Ont.
paign
at 740 p. m Tuesday and confew minutes.
snuvinir of the war The money
Some homets• •near.....Niagra-on-the- negotiated mogi. of the curve in
In the over-all church and nonpong
ping
refreshments,
tinue through Thursday noon A
Games,
taken was all in
Lang Like Football
brand
new
Lake were completely submerged the highway, but from that point
denominational effort being waged
orellminary meeting of the state
and dancing will be featured to1
A 31 -year-old „doctor of surgery, silves olloitars
on, what happened it more conand enveloped i n ice,
In the Memphis'. North Arlorruaaa G lbe rt Campbell. perfected
W.M U executive cOmmittee will
Town
Teen
night at
the
jectiute.
Cianfereficell
Minearippi
North
Solomon
and
said
that
be held at First Baptist Church
apparently
will also be taught
FisherFRANKFORT
IP
latest operation He told newsmen
Although there have been worse
Tuesday morning at 9 o'clock. men were promised good angling and in the. Memphis trade ares that to his knowledge it was the the, thief did not want anything
The Teen Town is open to the ice jams on the Niagara. the curThe dtiors of the car were locked
only
Church
Methodist
the
outside
except
money,
since there were public with boys and girls in rent blockade silenced the river's when found, the ignition switch
Annual election of offireis
is in the state this weekend by the
first time human blood had been
pledges
between
remains
6325,000
many
things in the shop which grades 7 to 12 admitted
slated Wednesday afternoon Wed- state Department of Fish and Wildwhirlpool rapids for the first time was .turned off and the light
pumped through an animal lune
could , have been taken
readay evening's session has been life, if the weatherman'CO-operates. received and victory .
An adrissir will be charged in history.
were atilt on, The coat of Mrs.
with success.
has
Conference
Merry:dna
Working on the case are Sheriff beginning tonight The charge will
The
designated as young people's night.
The department said ,that barNance was lying over the seat of
Campbell said he began work ran
approxiwas pushed down the car
In charge of arrangements Is ring further rain, some good fish- pledged $295.9116. w'hich is
Reports indicate th it •
the technique about nine months Brigham Futrell. Deputy Chen be. 10 cents per night or $1 00 for !The ice am
the river by...a gale while swept footprints were . visible on the
Mrs T. M. Farley, president crf ing will be available, mainly be- mately $175.000 over the confer- ago and about 100 animal exper. Stubblefield. and Chief of Police tour months.
North
$750.000
goal
Madimonville
the
First
A door prize will be given the area Thursday. The same storm top of the front seat which might
Batibett cause streams that ,empty into ence
intents preceded the first human Ohs Warren.
Arkansas Methochats have reported operation
ewe* night which -w-bas lbea attern_in the _Smith bad sent_ the ineireate that someone in the -ear
three
W M U. The- agy Harald 'reliant lakes are clearing. •
ago
biggest flood crest In half a cen- had tried to keep out of the
The lakes all are full Lake 11223.991 toward a 2400.000 quota . The patient died. Campbell said.
is host poetor." •
movie passes.
Cumberland was reported to be 14 The North Missessippi Conference. because the defect in has heart was
Meersbership cards will be Is- tury rolling down. on Columbus. rising water in the car,
Wm.
feet above the timberline, and still has turned in 10-18.447 toward a "impossible to close."
sued tonight
The Murray Reccur Squad took
muddy However creeks are bring' goal of $350.000.
Evacuee List Climbs
----•
''But we were convinaed the op. the eration
log in clear water and it is at • In the Memphis phase.
CAMP DESERT ROCK, NEB.
The raging river had already boats. and other equipment ..With
would work." he said.
Sanitary Sewers
these spots where good weekend earpaign to add 200 beds and
driven 1,200 persons from their them this morning to make an
A mechanical pump acts as an - PFC Heyard Roberta, . 21, son
improve facilities at the medical artificial heart
fishing is expected.
harness and threatened today to effort to reeneer the holy of Mrs,
ir the dog lung of Mr. and Mrs E. Roberts. Route
Kentucky Lake is full and mud- institution $707.593 has been raised method feeding the blood into the I. Almo Ky., is one of 800 soldiers
force the evacuation of 1.200 more Nance,
dy but some of as tributaries may by the various. sections and the dog lung
scheduled to take Nirt in a „tactThe Tombigbee was expected to
0 the Mur- crest at 11 feet above flood stage
be clear by the weekend Basis fish- entireties 2463.328 for a total of
All sanatory sea.
In the dog's lung, about the size ical armored task force. maneuver
ing at Dale Hollow is expected to $1.160.931 in Metropolitan Memphis. of, an inflated
football. the blood during the current atomic tests in ray Sewel System are ready for at Cotimbus today and officials
Additional churches in this area is supplied with oxygen and
increase over the weekend, and
service, acre:in:ling to Rob Hine, warned "the worst is yet to come"
re- Nevada. •
angling at Herrington Lake should In the Memphis Coreference pledg- turned to the patient's body "as
Murray for areas north and west of a bluff
Part of the Army's Exercise Superintendent of the
f on which most of the city was built
Cub Pack .45 will meet tonight
be fair by Sunday as clear water ingot over-subscribing their goals near normal a?
Desert Rock VI. the task force Water and Sewer Systeen.
when
it
left,"
Southwest Kentucky -Cloudy, removes the mud. Dewey Lake are:
Applications are now being rewill watch an atomic blast from
Another rain -carried flood crest at the Murray High School and
Campbell
said.
cool, orrielirinal rain this after- was reported to be clearing and
Ilardin Circuit, the ROI. D. H.
trenches and tanks. After the ceived and permits are being issued was rolling down the Ohio River, will put on a planer:inn at 7:30,
noon. high 52 Cloudy. turning may be reedy for jig fishing for Tucker. and lay chairmen, Tommy
The meeting will be held in
the troops and tanks will at the office located on -North although it did not !watch the flood
MOOSE
MONEY
zoldet, rain changing to snow to- bass in a few days.
Johnston. Dexter: Joe Gardner,
move as near to Ground Zero as Fifth street
which swept the valley earlier this the Mare 23: room at the !ectwail.
night low 25 Turnorrow mostly
a.
All iSarenta are urged to attend
00N('ORD. N H - 114 - A is safely feasible
Hardin; Clyde Walker. Olive:
•Huie said that after the tap has month.
claudy, and colder. high 38
Trailmobile built the first freight man Jeffrey,. Palestine; Mrs. Wil- resolution was filed in the. legislaPrivate FirSt Class Roberts. a been made onto the main, it will
But on Kentucky's nsitally-Olacid this meeting to watch the Cuba
troller for motor vehicles in, 1912 liam Hassey. Union Ridge, $1,510.
ture to reimburse lamer Merle member of the 723d Tank Battalion be inspeeten by the city. The Cumberland River, 'a flood crest participate in this aprogram.
eEMPSRATURFR
Kirksey Circuit, the Rev Orville Pitman of Chatham $250 damages at Camp Irwin, Calif., completed sewer mains will reaerve only headed towarcie Ecialyville and
The Crib program as the pro7
It was a PVIlmy by today's trailer
High Yr-der-day
58
atandai-ds,
carrying
prepares boys to
only
1.000 Easley, and law chairman Her- for injuries suffered by his cows, basic training at Fort Knox, Ky. sanitary sewerage an( not storm Smithland and threatened to force era m Which
Low Last Night
44
pounds of goods.
when a wild moose atta•_ked them. Tie attended AIM() High Scsoot,
schel Pace, $1,535.
become Soy 'Scouts.
mare evictiations.
or surface water.
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ACROSS

Save America's Wet Lands

,

William M Apple. regional director of
the National Wildlife Feredatson and outdoorswriter for the

Five Years Ago Today

stresse
ss the importance of saving natural marshland al vas.
The Istiasisaeppi Valley Committee. composed of representatives

Ledger and Tiao.:a File
March 25. 1000

conseivatton

Pat Dale Orr. a 10th grade student at Lytm grove
Higit Scbool,was anal-sled the prize this week in
the
1'.1.A. Safety Slogan contest.
slogan was " In a School Zone Drive Slow
for
C inidren Ale Always on The tau-.
kagnt new members at toe W
icelmen of the World
were initiated ihursdny night at
WOW bee.
"those accepted into Murray Camp No. ,
)92
were Wil-

liam N. Nunn, Joe Wilson, Howard Hictock, Gene Cathey, 11 illiam McKeel, Jelie Phillip, Robert N. Johnson
ana James Mason
hurchill.
aiurray state Lonege larm's Jersey herd sire, Royal
Design rnnce, has one ot the nigneSI positive
prows
reported in recent sears through ine oureau . of Dairy
lin.Instry In their sears.. 61V1 ,..t silipt U. .tnit Associatio
n
testing program. A. i. arhou. ileau in tilt
Agrieuiturai
Department at muriay
tesuaarn vuisity 111 releasing
the nru% ell sire reto.o .aresisileu
LIM Agricultural

Attsearcn

u. .tsairy inaustry,
1v asnington. Vt.
tit meetings in West Kentucky in the interest
ul the lirecil /immures' L'rograill. have beeii sbtfeatied
.
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According to the records

levels sir

MURRAY LUMBER
COMPANY
104 Maple St.-Phone

are

Survey, water
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1

Know Your Baits
Ben Rosin.
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termite ront.10"o-cithwaraira

tasks tor

wetlands

for
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and

Murray

MONEY

the U

S

it!

Flan and

public

you owe
You may apply for a loan here even
money now. High payments can also be CUT as
much as 50%. Choose your own plan--Signsuure
Assto-ii-Furniture. Budget-fitting repayments.
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legislation

2 Secure

to
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FISHING
REPORT

Hash
winds and cruol,
damp
NS
haul days put the clamps on the spirits

in

H's lea sad edgy is decorate soar windows for Easter. You
ma Me a brook se let the children finger paint them. The materials are readily at hand-Easter egg dyes and liquid Laundry
atertii. For the leaded eft., t between the pieces of ellellreed
stripe of black paper can be arranged on year Sailligra while the
ger
llsam
ttu
ist
pa,no
'et.
r gwiaixi
so
tiA
a y. not be as
•
painting
You may use a
eigharate or es permanent as brush. You will be pleased with
the
ease
which
in
the starch
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IjE CHRISTIAN,,. AND THE SOCIAL ORDER
It is important 'that we learn
what the Bible teaches about the
relationship of the Christian to
the social order in which he lives
He is not of this world, but tie
in it and should make his inence count for God in the solution of the social problems which
arise.
Matthew 3: 13-111.
Christ used two very familiar
things to set forth the real nature
of Christian living: salt and light.
He likened Christians to salt. Salt
serves a number of purposes: it
keeps things sweet and fresh, it
imparts a portion of its taste to
ahe food with which' it is mixed
us making it palatable, it whets
the appetite, it creates a thirst, it
erves as an antiseptic and it preserves irons corruption and decay
that with which it is mingled. Salt
has three autstanding properties- penetration, purification and preservation. It exists for others, and it
does iis work gradually, silently
an inconspicuously,
$Chrietians are the only ones who

On add real savor to life The pre-
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SUNDAY SCHOOL
LESSON

servation of the world depends
upon the presence of the Lord's
'people Whether men realize It or
not, it is the presence of believers
in Christ that saves the world from
destruction. Peace and happiness in the laves
of Christians can create a real
'st for the some in the lives of
ungodly. Many have testified
the godly life of some Christhad more to do with bringing
.an to a saving knowledge of
i.st then anythhing else. On the
hand, many have beenturned
,y from Christ by the inconent ives of professing Christians.
- hrist referred to His folk/seers

as 'the light of the world." Now
that His bodily presence is po
longer manifested, His followers
furnish the only light this world
has. Without them the world 'would
be in utter spiritual darkness. What
a glorious privelege is the believer's
of giving forth light to the world
by reflecting the true Light! Jesus
Christ is the only true light, but
He ahines through the lives of
those who know Him and walk in
His footsteps. He will shine through
the lives of all Christians if they
will let Him. Each Christian iJI
responsible for keeping the reflector
of his, tout clean so that Christ
may shine forth unhindered.
We are expected to witness
openly and boldly for Christ with
our lips and our lives. What our
Lord desires, and our world needs.
is a genuine, positive, active, righteous and useful life. We are to
shine freely, fully and conspicuously. There is no thought here of
proud or selfish display. Light
does not shout about itself; it just
shines. Those who will not hear
the gospel preached should at least
be given a chance to see it lived.
Romans 13: S-19.
These verses deal directly with
our duties and obligations to our
fellow men. If we love them as
we ought. We shall observe these
cornmandments with reference to
them.
A Christian must meet his obligations to others. We do not think
that Paul here meant to brand all
credit-buying as unChriatian. for he.
himself, ran a "charge account"
with Philemon. Instead of teaching
that one should never go in debt,
he was saying, "Do not leave a
debt unpaid" Do not be like the
man who W a8 called "a human
dynamo" because everything he
was wearing was charged. A debtor

• .•; ,

must never defraud his creditor.
A Christian should live within
his means and ay his bills promptly.
It a not wrong to borrow, but it is
a sin If one fails to pay back that
which is borrowed, even if it is a
book or an unbrella. If we treat
others as we would like to be
treated, then we shall not defraud
them of those things which rightfully belong to them.
Paul enumerated the last five of
the Ten Commandments, which
deal withh our relationship to others. They can easily be summed
up in the admonition to love our
fellow men. We owe a dabt of
love to all men, and it is a continuing thing. If we love them as we
should, we shalt respect for their
persons and possessiohs. Christian
love has a wonderfully transforming
effect in human life.
I Peter 4: 15-16.
In the very nature of the case
believers are called upon to endure
hardship of one kind or another.
Our Lord plainly said, "In the
world ye shall have tribulation"
(John 16: 331. Many of the early
Christians were hated by the Jews
becau.se they taught that Jesus was
the Messiah. They were misrepresented by the Gentiles because they
lived better lives., which reflected
on them.
In those days the Christians lived
in constant danger. They faced
troubles of all kinds- -the loss of
property, the loss of liberty and
even the loss of life. Perhaps some
of them murmured because they
were suffering more persecution
than they had ever had as unbelievers. Under these circenstances
they needed corfifort and encouragement in. their distress, and this
Peter tried to give them in these
verses. Evidently they were on the
eve of some kind of fiery trial.
and Peter was writing to prepare
them for the ordea. He sought to
enable them to meet it with faith,
fortitude and fearlessness.
These verses contain two timely
admonitions for us who are saved.
I. Do not be surprised at trials.
We are prone to expect smooth
sailing in the Christian life, whereas we should regard trials as
normal to the Christian life. The
tuftural inclination is to think it
strange when suffering comes our

SWEDEN BOUNCES BAD CZECHS

way. But this verse teaches us that
it is not strange that God should
allow His people to pass through
sore trials, while they are in this
world which is opposed to God a4icl
to all that comes from Him. Trials
are not unusual for a Christian:
neither are they a mark of disfavor
with God. Rather, they are a natural sequence of the Christian
experience. Conformity to God's
will it not a guarantee of exemption
from all suffering, for even Jeans
suffered.
It Dp not be disheartened by
t...als.
A note of rejo:cmg Is sounded
here because God has a blessing in
store for those who suffer as
Christians. Why is such suffering
permitted? While there is no merit
in suffering as such. God uses it
as a melting furnace in ivhich to
test our character and reveal our
strength or the lack of It. Fiery
trials come to us to test our sincerity, strength, patience and trust
in God and His promises. Through
suffering the reality of our faith
is made evident, and we are enatled to prove to the unbelieving
world that God is able to deliver
those who put their trust in Him.
Peter is careful to warn us to
distinguish between the suffering
that comes from the hand of God
and that which we have brought
upon ourselves. Many would have
us to believe that they are suffering
for Christ's Bake, when in reality
they are but receiving the just
recompense for their own evil
deeds. It is easy to make martyrs
of ourselves and ascribe to God
what is strictly our own fault. Let
us beware of that. If we Intel) outside the will of God for us, ,we
must suffer for it became sin inevitably brings suffering.
A Christian should hot do something which would justify others
in making him suffer. It is a shame
when Christian has to suffer because he has done wrong. We ought
not to run away from a suffering,
if it comes to us unsought, 'neither
ought we, to invite 'uttering by
placing ourselves in situations which concern us not If we pry into
the affairs of others, we need not
expect the Lora to deliver us from
the consequences thereof or to
honor us in the sufferings
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NO J013 TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL

Valucs

;1195
1395
o Store

Phan.-

TWO MgAiligOS of the Czech legation In Stockholm, SWeden, art
escorted to a plane leaving the country by Czech HMO* Yaroslay V1cek (right) after being declared persona non grata in •
spy investigation. They are the legation chauffeur, Slaclek (left),
and Copt Zdenek Janos., &militant military attache. A third or(international)
dered out of Sweden was believed to have left

I

.1
.

• 4 ens as India's Prime Minister
ORIENTAL OAR{ dornil.s r.
Jawaharlal Nehru (left) welcomes the ex-king of Cambodia, Nordam Shanouk Varmari at New Delhi. (international Sotoul.hntol

•
•
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Traditional Or -Modern,Texture Takes The Floor
.1
1.•

ofttrit uTfort

ake

Murray and Calloway County

about the sheer sheer stocking that s-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-s
exactly to the shape of any lees!
•

LARKWOOD

W2nli

If you, too, want the stockings that skin-fit your legs and feet erwily,
try Larkwood Stocking X. By exactly, we mean they won't bag
at the knees, sag, wrinkle, twist or bind anywhere all the time you wear
them. Keep seams straight all day. And, they never lose any of
their stretchability after laundering. Stocking X follows every
curve and hollow of your legs whether they are average, short, long,
thin, or not-so-thin. Adjusts to any garter length. The dull "makeup"
look is Permanent. Elegantly gift packaged 1 or 2 pairs to the
box.

mry

GREASES
ROSENES
S
urrav, K

STOCKINGX

Irregulars

t

SOFTER LOOK FOR MODERN is made et wars. homespun tetlure of carpet, decorative lines of furniture with • Far East flavor,
and pattern of hloasoma against an oriental screen. The new
High Nob carpet weaves nubby yarns in furrows of generous loops
played against strips of shaggy high pile. In soft tweedy colors.
gegl yratiaelal settings. ...--•••---It is daaigned for contemporary,
' ,floor
.
.

TAILORED SIMPLICITY FOR TRADITIONAL is shown in stylised floral carpet woven in textured outline, classic Directoire
as Reale,
pieces, and important accessories like the fruit-laden
Sonnet carpet uses nubby beige and cocoa yarns to crate flower
against
a cool green ground. This
shapes. splashed with white,

Special $1.35

$1.95 A Pair

BELK-S1ETTLE COMPANY
-1,11.r. •rle

blends_old and new.
suggests a coop—that
_

•

•

The Long and Short of It!
-rivanotAn•-• yarn m•kei
Stn.-kips X ertr.trh as
•a•Cy. 3 naps At all Patna, Average, Tall.

•

trAtat TWO

•

,

THE .LEDGER & TIMES
Me reserve dse
SO reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
it Purelic Vasa: dares which in our opinion art not ter the bee:
wterlat el Ode rearlars
- -NATfONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WIl'IllER CO., lailb
Munroe. Memustus„ Than; 260 Perk Ave, New Yuri; 307 N Mictugan
Ave, Chicago, 80 Bolyston St. Boston
aUBSCRIP'/ION RATE: By Carrier in Murray. per week I6c, per
month 65c In Calloway and 34,1031143111
counties- Per Year 13-50; el"'
share. Lila
Entered at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for transmission at
Emend Cu Mears

KENTIOCKY

CROSSWORD

Waters

BY LEDiakR a IfIldeti PUBLISHING COMP1N1, lee.
.unsolidatioa of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Flineselieralct October 20. 1921. and the West Kentuckian. Januer.
1942.
CWILIhMEU

JAMBS C. WE.LIAMS. PUBLISHER
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Flock ()wren in Kenton county' 11111111WIMIN
have hrcun shir.)ing egg to the I
Ohio Vieley Eg7 Cocpera...e AaCI: -0

Murray

h.:if

The Jack:on Kiwanis Club spunsc red
pr reit- -e of 79,000 Strawberry plants in Breathitt county
Fa io's in Graves county are
p omoting the purchase of a trenching machine to use in making
permanent horizontal 10104_
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THURS. and FRIDAY
Walt Diswey's
"PINNOCHIO"
--4
SATURDAY
Double Feature
"THE GREAT
JESSE JAMES RAID"
And
TARZAN And The SHE
DEVIL"
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Save America's Wet Lands
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MURRAY LUMBER,
SUN, And MONDAY
COMPANY
"
HANS CHRISTIAN
104 Maple St.-Phone 262'
ANDERSON"
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with Danny Kaye

Five Years Ago Today

co-dMISFror

Murray Ressisly Mix Co.
"Your Every Concrete •red
nose Me
Pdurra, K'

I STAINED GLASS WINDOW FOR EASTER

1
1

$10 to$300
You may apply for a loan here even il you owe
money now. High payments can also be CUT a,
much as 5050. Choose your own plan-sitgnaturr
Auto-Furniture. Budget-fitting repayments. Come
in or phone us TODAY!

1
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FRIENDLY FINANCE,Inc.
RP

St V

ARMSTRONG

TIRE SALE
Biggest and Best Tire Values
In Town

Specials
6.00x16
$11
6.70x15 - - - - - - $1395

FlatiNG
REPORT

Visit Us Today --

Twenty Years Ago This Week

MurraN Home & Auto Store
305 Main

Phone 1300

1
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„74.4
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.rig_ht

yolzrPann

Phone or Write today for prompt de/ivory of

SINCLAIR
'TRACTOR FUELS • LUBRICANTS • GREASES
GASOLINES • MOTOR OILS 4 KEROSENES

Carlos Jones
MARKETER
Phone 856

Murray, Ky.
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1-1,E CHRISTIAN AND THE SOCIAL ORDER
It is important that we learn
what the Bible teaches about the
relationship of the Christian to
the social order in which he lives
He is not of this world, but ne
in it and should make his inerica count for God in the 301ution of the social problems which
arise.
Matthew 5: 13-14.
Christ used two very familiar
trines to set forth the real nature
of Christian living: salt and light.
He likened Christians to salt. Salt
serves a number of purposes! it
keeps things sweet and fresh, it
imparts a portion of its taste to
tm. e food with which it is mixed
Thus making it palatable, it whets
the appetite, it creates a thirst, it
serves as an antiseptic and it preserves from corruption and decay
that with which it is mingled. Salt
has three outstanding properties- penetration, purification and preservation. It estate for others, and it
does its work gradually, silently
ane inconspicuously.

as "the light of the world." Now
that His bodily presence is no
longer manifested, His followers
furnish the only light this world
has. Without them the world would
be in utter spiritual darkness. What
a glorious privelege is the believer's
of giving forth light to the world
by reflecting the true Light! Jesus
Christ is the only true light, but
He shines through the lives of
those who know Him and walk in
His footsteps. He will shine through
the lives of all Christians if they
will let Him. Each Christian is
responsible for keeping the reflector
of his soul clean so that Christ
may shine forth unhindered.
We are expected to witness
openly and boldly for Christ with
our lips and our lives. What our
Lord desires, and our world needs,
is a genuine, positive, active, righteous and useful life. We are to
shine freely, fully and ctinspicuousky. There is no thought here of
proud or selfish display. Light
does not shout about itself; it just
shines. Those who will not hear
the gospel preached should at least
Christians are the only ones who be given a chance to see it lived.
tan add real savor to life. The pre- Romans 13: 8-10.
These verses deal directly with
servation of the world depends
upon, the presence of the Lord's our duties and obligations to our
people. Whether men realize It or fellow men. If we love them as
not, it is the presence of believers we ought, we shall observe these
in Christ that saves the world from commandments with reference to
them.
destruction.
Peace and happiness in the fives, A Christian must meet his obligr.f Christians can create a real ations to others. We do not think
• • .rst for the same in the lives of that Paul here meant to brand all
ungodly. hiany have testified credit-buying as unChriatian, for he,
it the godly life of some Christ- himself, ran a -.charge account"
os had more to do with bringing • with ,ehilemon. Instead of teaching
• ein to a saving knowledge of that one should never go in debt,
•.rist then anythhing else. On the he was saying. "Do not leave a
'.er hand, many have been turned debt unpaid." Do not be like the
,..y from Christ by the mcon- man who was called -a human
. tent ives of professing Christians. dynamo" because everything he
christ referred to His follpwers was wearing was charged. A debtor

SWEDEN BOUNCES BAD CZECHS
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must never defraud his creditor.
A Christian' should live within
his means and ay his bills promptly.
It a not wrong to borrow, but it is
• sin if one fails to pay back that
which is borrowed, even if it is a
book or an unbrella. If we treat
others as we would like to be
treated, then we shallio
01 defraud
them of those things
ich rightfully belong to tlaem.
Paul enumerated the last five of
the Ten Commandments, which
deal withh our relationship to others. They can easily be summed
up in the admonition to love our
fellow men. We owe a debt of
love to all men, and it is a continuing thing. If we love them as we
should. we shall respect for their
persons and possessions. Christian
love has a wonderfully transforming
effect in human life.
I Peter 4: 12-16.
In the very nature of the case
believers are called upon to endure
hardship of one kind or another.
Our Lord plainly said, "In the
world ye shall have tribulation"
(John 16: 33). Many of the early
Christians were hated by the Jews
because they taught that Jesus was
the Messiah. They were misrepresented by the Gentiles because they
lived better lives, which reflected
on them.
In those days the Christians lived
in constant danger. They faced
troubles of all kinds—the loss of
property, the loss of liberty and
even the loos of life. Perhaps some
of them murmured becaase they
were suffering more persecution
than they had ever had as unbelievers. Under these circumstances
they needed comfort and encouragement in their distress, and this
Peter tried to give them in these
verses. Evidently they were on the
eve of some kind of fiery trial,
and Peter was writing to prepare
them for the ordea. He seuglit to
enable them to meet, it with faith,
fortitude and fearlessness.
These verses contain two timely
admonitions for us who are saved.
1. Do not be surprised at trials.
We are prone to expect smooth
sailing in the Christian life, whereas we should regard trials as
normal to the Christian life The
nitural inclination is to think it
strange when suffering comes our
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way. But this verse teaches us that'
11111
At is not strange that God sholld
allow His people to pass through'
sure trials, wniie they are in this
world which is opposed to God apd
to all that comes from Him. Trials
are not unusual for a Christian:
neither are they a mark of disfavor
with God. Rather, they are a natural sequence of the Christian
experience, Conformity to God's
will it not a guarantee of exemption "
from all aufi1kg. for even Jesus
suffered.
2 Do not be
sheartened by
t...als.
A note of rejotcing is sounded
here because God has a blessing in
store for those who suffer • as
Christians. Why Is such Suffering
permitted? While there is no merit
in suffering as such, God uses it
as a melting furnace in ivhich to
test our character and reveal our
strength or the lack of it. Fiery
trials come to us to test our sincerity, strength, patience and trust
in God and His promises. Through
suffering the Ti/iity, of our faith
is made evicleilt:-'and we are enatled to prove to the unbelieving
world that God is able to deliver
these who put their trust in Him.
Peter is careful to warn us to
distinguish between the suffering
that comes from the hand of God
and that which we have brought
upon ourselves. Many would have
us to believe that they are suffering
for Christ's sake, when in reality
they are but receiving the just
recompense for their own evil
deeds. It is easy to make martyrs
of ourselves and ascribe. to God
what is strictly our own fault. Let
us beware of that. If we step outside the will of God for us, we
must suffer for it because sin inevitably brings suffering.
A Christian should hot do isome- •
thing which would justify others
In' Snaking him suffer. It 14-a shame when Christian has to suffer because he has done wrong. We ought
not to run away from a suffering,
if it comes to us unsought, neither
ought wee to invite suffering by
placing ourselves in situations which concern us not. If we pry into
the affairs of others, we need not
expect the Lord•to deliver us from
the consequences thereof or to
honor uai in the aufferings

WELCOME, YOUR EX-MAJESTY
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PAINT PAINT
Thousands Of Gallons
Top Grade Paint From Surplus of Atomic

Energy Commission at Paducah

AT AUCTION
Saturday, March 26 and Monday. March 28
STRINGER GROCERY BUILDING

i'a

(Next To Peoples Bank Building)
OUTSILZ: WHITE
LINSEED OIL

BLACK ROOF ENAMEL

BARN PAINT — PAINT THINNER

Douglass Shoemaker, Auctioneer

*rt
'lir

D. E. Jeffrey & Son

iII

Paint Contractors

WE DO PAINTING

(II

NO JOB TOO LARGE. OR TOO SMALL

ANCE,Inc.

. r.
Values

•

TWO MEMBERS of the Czech legation in Ettocicholm. SWedert. are
escorted to a plane leaving the country by Czech Milliliter Veroslay Vlcek (tight) after being declared persona non grabs in •
spy investigation, They are the legation chauffeur. Sladek (left),
and Capt. Zdenek Jansa, assistant military attache. A third ordered out of Sweden was believed to have left. (interwaftona4)

Plibowe I V'H

ORIENTAL OARS dont:Mates the scene as India's Prime Minister
Jawaharlal Nehru (left) welcomes the ex-king of Cambodia, Nordom Shanouk Varman. at New Delhi. (International Soonitrittritoi

Traditional Or Modern,Texture Takes The Floor

ocnitt topoteR in,

Murray and Calloway- County

av, Thai about the sheer sheer stocking that s-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-s
exactly to the shape of any lezs!

LARKWOOD

a2nat
ver,

STOCKINGX

If you, too, want he stockings that skinAt your legs tnd feet eraeliv,
try Larkwood Stocking X: By exactly, we mean they won't bag

•

at the knees, nag, wrinkle, twist or bind anywhere all the time you wear

them. Keep seams straight all day. And, they never lose any of
their stretchability after laundering. Stocking X follows every
curve and hollow of your legs whether they are average, short, long,
thin, or not-so-thin. Adjusts to any garter length. The dull "makeup"
look is nermanent. Elegantly gift packaged 1 or 2 pairs to the

GREASES
ROSENES
S

liceray. Ky.

Irregulars — Special $1.35
SOFTER LOOK FOR MODERN Is made of w•rm homespun texture of carpet, decorative lines of furniture with • Far East Mayor.
•nd patters of blossoms against an oriental acreen. The new
High Nob carpet weaves nubby yarne in furrows of generous loops
played against stripe of shaggy high Os. In soft tweedy colors.
'It is designed for contemporary gad pratinelal settings. ,-.......____ -2

f

TAILORED SIMPLICITY FOR TRADITIONAL is shown in stylised floral carpet woven in textured outline, classic Directoire
pieces, and important accessories like the fruit-laden brass scale.
Sonnet carpet uses nubby beige and cocoa yarns to create firmer
sh•pes, splashed with white, against a cool green ground. This
,ficior suggests a roost that blends old and new....

The Long and Short of It!
"r,,*DOWN

$1.95 A Pair

BELK-SETTLE COMPANY
nraaser art

•

;,It

yarn makes

Stocking X stretch so
eager 3 autos At all —
Petite, Averse', Tall.

•••

,
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Jo Burkeen, Editbr ... Phone 694-M-4-0 or 1 i500-W
Luncheon Held .4t
Kenlake Hotel By
Calloway ACF:

Club News Activities
Weddings Locctis

Miss
Belle_ Waldrop Becomes Bride
Of Mr. Gil/jam In Church Ceremouy

Mrs. Ocus Bedtvell
Hostess For Meet
Of IVadesboro Club

The candlelighted sanctuary of quet of stephanotis and lilies-ofthe First Melhodiet Church May- the valley centered with a white
Mrs. Ocus Bedwell was hostess
rfield was the went. of tne Wt- ercb id.
for the Wadesboro Homemakers
ding on Saturday. March 12. of
Attending the bride were her Club - meeting
held
Thursday.
Miss Willie Belle Waldrop, daugh- teeters. Mrs L M. T Reed of March
17. at one recta* in the
ter at Mr. and Mrs. Heniard Wtlm J. Street of Ptullipatiurg,
Coleinan Waldrop of Mayfield to Maylield. matron of honor; Mrs. 8ftern
T•
:n;)
n -two members iinswered
Prank G. Gilliam, of Lexington. N J
and Mrs. Fred Wiseman The roll edit with "What I Enjoy
Mrs Manoune Chenoweth. first ton of Dr. and Mrs. Adolphus of May-field. bridesmaids. They Moat
In
The
Out-Of-Doors."
grade teacher at Murray 'Training Gilliam of Jackson. Tenn.
wore identical ballerina length Visitors at the meeting were Mrs.
School and president of the orThe double ring ceremony was dresses with
molded bodices of May Jones. Mrs. Novena Hopkins.
soliMnized by the father of the Mce and skirts
preeded
of white silk 'ban- Mrs. Hal Tucker, Mrs
Estelle
groom. before a white. wrought tling.
Coronets of orange blossoms Lawrence, Mrs. Charlie
Wyatt,
AO.er greeting the members and iron
bridal arch decorated with were worn
in their hair, and they home economist, talked on "Elec.
guests-- Miss Virgroa Srn:th. Mrs. greenery
and tapers. Vases of carried
triceil
Wiring
and
cascade
bouquets of pink
Appliances." The
Rey Steiribrook and Mr W
white gladioli acrented the other
devotion from Amos 5:5-15 was
carnations with ley streamers.
Moser — Mrs Chenoweth held a deo
eitions. Mrs W. E Shelton
given
by
Lisst .Housrnan. flower girl, wale
Mrs. Hansel Ezell folshort business session during which IN.
urganosr and Mrs. John Cook. a ballerina
length dress of white lowed with a prayer
by
Mn
new officers for 1965-56 were ectrahat
presented a program of tulle and carried
row petals in Clarence Culver Mrs. Ocus Bedelected
nuptial music.
a toosket consisting of a spray of well reported on the Advisory
Given in marriage by her fathThe new officers ere Mrs Estelle
white hyacinths and French OrY• Council meeting Landscaping notes
er.
ths
brlde
wore a Wedding !Craig Housfrian
Outland. Faxon. president: Mrs
was the ong bear- were read by .Mrs. Clinton Burgown
of
white Duiliess satin and
Lillie Farris. Kirksey. vice-pre(
-heir. The club voted to donate
dent: Mrs_ Golde Waters. Murray silk organdy with htted sleeves
taw dollars to the Kirksey 4-H
Junior bridesmaids were ElizaTraiaing. secretary-treasurer; Mrs. and a cathedral train of tiered orEula Mae Doherty. Murray Ele- gandy Her fingertip vest of illus- beth and Virgisur Doe G4tham.
The lesson. 'Buying Shoes and
ion i,v-as caught to a tiara of 'th- Who wore white tulle frocks and Purses." given by
mentary, pubhcations chairman
Mrs Lowell
MI& Ruble Smith Spoke infer- roned pearlized orange blospoins etwonele of orange blossims. They Palmer was enjoyed by all preand
the
carried
carried
a
nosegays
casaide
of pink alma- sent Mrs. Georgia Trimble was
betmolly to the group making them
thins The candles were •lighted in charge of
airirare of the rive fold puepose
recreation due to the
by
Trpton and Tornmy Reed
,_11V ARC
absene of the recreational leader.
Child Development
Dr' Rands-Opt Gillian of Lex- Mrs. James Mitchell.
Ad Teacher Growth.
ington served his brother as best
• The meet,ng woe well attended
The April meeting to be held
non. and ushers were Benjamin in the home or Mrs.
with several schools .n Murray
Headley
• Ketreenger and Walter Brock Swift was changed
and the roomy represented.
from third
The Alpha Department of the Jr_ of hexing-tom
Quentin
E Thursday. April 21,
to
fourth
Murray Woman's Club met Sat- Scholtz Jr. of Louisville; and the Thursday.
April 28 due to the
urday. litarch 19. at two-thirty bride's brother, Ralph T Waldrop. District
Homemakers meeting at
- Social Calendar - o'clock rt. the afterosin with the of Mayfield
Murray
ohaerrisin.
Mrs. Edwin
Folli
wing the ceremony Mr and
Larson,
presiding.
Mrs. Waldrop were hosts at a reception at.the Mayfield Golf and
Monday, March ZI
Mrs R. A Jahinston. prografil
Country Club. Mr. and
__
nation
_ _seat _wok- _Ateo-Aialsioeetiesisteens,
retreidareitto
len- for a Southern wedding
in the building next door* to the W J Robertson
Mr Oche Morris a improving at
at Murray State
trip
•ffozen food locker beginning at College. He
tins horne now on Calloway Ave.
presented ex mernI
seven-tturty o'clock in the. morn- hers of the Sock and
The br:de is a graduate of the Since undergoing surgery at the
Boston Club
ing by the %%Praire Assuciation .n a one act play
entitled 'The !aryl:rid High School and
at- Baptest Iluspitail in Memphis, Tenn.,
4 the Co:lege Pentryte.
Valiant.- This play rs rorandered tended Bethel WrerranO College. on March 15th.
• • • •
to be one of the tterta best one- Fltpkineviiie
and the Barbizon
act plays and these 4uderits gave School in New York City. The
Mr and Mrs Bert Wyatt of
it in a very commendable manner. groom graduated front Centre ColMayfield spent lag weekend with
During tbe business INES/11011 the I lege and the University of KenMrs %Wyatt's' surteir . Mrs. Crossdepartment was. gown a,sepal tucky College of law. He served
on the Heart Dove and thanked with the U. S. Navy from 1942- land Overby on South Thirteenth
for helping make the drive •. 46 and is presently practicing law Street.
• • • •
/414-Virret.
•
Lexsagton.
Mr and Mrs. H. C. Waldrop
Mrs Crossland Overby was in
A narrunatong committee was
*ere hosts at the newsreel din- thletropolis. Ill.. Tuesday to
attend
appointed to prepare a slate of
ner at the Hall Hotel on Friday The funeral of her
uncle, Mr. Ike
ofhceoi for the next year The
night preceding the wedding
committee is composed of Miss
Out of town guests included
• • • •
Rezina Senter. chairman. Mrs. 14
Mr and Mrs H T Waldrop. Mr.
C Woodbridge. and Mr. E_ S
Mho Jenne Lou Jellison is in
and- !Ars Ed Griffin. Mr. and
Diuqruid
lame, Fla, attending the SouthMrs 'et M
Converse.
and
Mr.'
Very delicious retreitimeno were
and Mrs Edwin Schmidt. all Or eastern Theatre Conference at the
served by the folOnving nostLsee
University of Munn.
%to Rules- Smith, chairman. Mo
• • • •
• • • •
H. C Woodbriftle, Miss Reline
Mr
arid
Mrs Essen Harrison
Mles Ploy Eisibbien. likes Annie
Itifiller of Hardin are the parents
It.47.
M:5
Wityrle
465 son. Stephen Harrison. weighing eight priunde four ounces, born
et the Murray Hospital Wednesday. March 16
The Calloway County Branch
. the Aseoctation for Childhood
Education held its
at meeting
of the year Saturday. March 19
at a twelve o'clock huthecai at
the Kentake Hotel

s.
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Alpha Department
Sees One Act Play
At Regular .1leeting
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Glamorous Perennials Are
Easy to Grow from Seed
While remarkable improvemenu have been made in annual flowers, it is impossible to
make a garden display throughGet the season with these alone.
In spring and early summer
all garden color Is supplied bY
plants which passed the winter
in the ground, and are full
grown when it thaws out; in
other words, the perennials.
Througlibut summer and fall,
also, perennials are important.
supplying the largest and tallest
flowers in the garden, as well
as a host of others which contra(ite beauty that anneals cannot replace.
New varieties of perennials
are outnumbered by new annuals each year, and it may
be found difficult to buy plants
of old favorites, which no new
varieties can improve .upon, or
even equal.
But their seeds are available,
and home gardeners can grow
many perennials from seed, at a
fraction of the cost of plants.
and no more trouble than it
takes to grow vegetables.
The blue anchusas. daintsacolumbines, dwarf white limbo,
and yellow anthemis are lovely
flowers, easy to grow, and once
estailished will beceme old
friends. blossOnting each year at
the same time. in the same
place, in your garden. Hardy Named varieties of Pacific Hybrid Delphiniums. favorite
grenachn carnations, and a long
American strain, come
list of other dianthuses or hardy
true from seed,
pinks, grow easily from seed.
The finest strains of the stately the seedlings to nursery rows,
delphinium are grown from seed. where they will res'reive the same
Numerous shasta daisies both feeding and cultivation that pot
spring and summer flowering. give vegetables.
and the yellow coreopsis. crimThe cool weather and moisture
son gaillardia and pyrethrum of spring and early summer are
provide daisy flowers all sum• just what perennials like to get
nier long Hollyhocks, both sin- a good' ...tart. and by midsumgle and double, are best grown mer they will be strong ersough
from seed, as well as lupins, 'to endure hot. dry Vire hec,
iinums (flax), veronica and many which to infant plants would be
*berg.
an ordeal.
Plants given room -to grow will
le northern states do not wait
until summer to sow perennial thrive under this treatment and
seeds, but set aside part of the by fall should have made large
vegetable garden for them. Sow clumps which can be transtheir hardy seeds when you sow planted to the garden, there to
hardy vegetables. To make seed bloom for many years, with a
go farthest, you can start them minimum of care, yielding a
in eau arid transplapt bountiful crop of beauty.
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The Alton
py-Go-Ltieky
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Old
Ielir
Suit&
Praised In Style ShoW

has wen thhe 4-H Club
shipof Anderson county for e
consecutive years.

In a.recent state-wide style. show
at the University of Kentucky,
several of the coats, suits and dresses modeled by the homemakers
had been made as Icrig ago as
three years. yet they were up to
date in appoarance. They were the
result of well-seleoted design and
fabric, combined with good workmanaMp. said Muss verna Latzke,
clothing specialist at the University
of Kentucky.
Mrs. Lisle NiCkell
and
her
daughter. Marsha,.of Clerk County.
for example. modeled
garments
made by the former in 1961. The
mother -arid - daughter two -piece
suits had blue and brown- tweed
skirts arid blown boxy jackets.
Both were made for a total of $20.
Marsha inherited her suit with
little alteration from her sister,
Margaret Lisle, now 10 yeais ol
Whitley county farmers
ogned up to grow 100 or
acres of green ls

Merchants In Whitley co
raised $2,400 to finance the pur
of strawberry plants.
In Garrard 'Osounty, about
braided rugs are being made
members of homemakers club.
lOomemakers club members
Anderson county made 17
of lined, draw draperies for
Anderson County Infirmary.

have
more

Evergreens, Shrubs
and Azaleas
— Large Stock —

HOWELL $100.00
Wadding Ring W.30

Furches

FtJLt1LF 5.1111
15th at Poplar — Call 479
"The Best For. Less"

JEWELRY STORE
113 S. 4th St. Phone 193-J

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
Superior Ambulance Service
Equipped

With Oxygen

311 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.—Phone 98
°THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL ROME"

I

Offri••‘.

_Come Drive America's Best-Selling Car!

•

Underway

ton lete and official registrations for December, 1954 and January, 1955

CAPITOL

(the first two complete months for which comparative

TODAY and SAT.

registration figures are available on'65 models) show that

Jeer MIS111100 Gisizado

toy•••liti
Nay Whoksy
\
/
1
4. Lao A••••• Wiwi%
•41. liikart••••

plus

e

Serial and Cartoon

Mal, of Jose Ramon Grenada
In the assareination of his
predecessor. Panama's President Jose Antonio Remon, Is
underway in Panama City.
()Weed° was vice president, and
succeeded to the premidericy. He
Is charged with plotting the
saaaasination. (fittensatioitak)

SHO1 OFFICER

Hey. Jonesy--can you sit on
this hoe—you're tslr
b eitsels too
many library

QUIZZING MOTHER

MORE PEOPLE ARE BUYING
'55 CHEVROLETS
THAN ANY OTHER CAR!
•

VSlAST TO SEE WHY. CHEVROLET'S THE BEST-SELLER!
ChOOSC solid siker

Wm the only low-priced car with
the beauty and qu'ality of Body
by Fislicr
N'eritilaSsidere . . . 6 engine.ilriie
t.
AllIffiril.M most
dunces.
modern lam, lowest-priced!, 1.8
.. 12-volt electrical p)stern ..•

will' lasting beauty

anternaliond
... acclaimed by Young Women
6-01ECE ILACCIETTiNGS AS LOW AS iii!S (Fee To. Inc.)

Lindsey's - Jewelers
MURRAY

•

MAYFIELD

17-11114R-OlD Frank Lutz (right) Is led handcuffed to a cell In
Miami. Fla., by Detective Iry ihniltme.n after being taken into
custody for shooting • policeman ln the back three times with
.311-cidther revolver, the policeman. L. E. Anderson. was questioning Frank', mother •bsg& a bad check. Frank couldn't bear hi
taint( of her being trreMst als mother had ghee him the ma'rger as E. birthday oresent
•
SInternefianal °seeds:dote!,

the

sure-Inoted

amoollitiess

Glide-ROI.. Front Siiiipension

or
and

Outrigger rear springs . . . the
cam' of Ball-Race Steering. Come

arid see how all these 'excluoive
(camera put I :licrolet way, way
out ahead of its field!
.

SALES LEADER FOR
19 STRAIGHT YEARS

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
504 Maple St.

Phone 97

Murray, Ky.

•
•
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5, 1965

rFOR SALE: 1954 Ford Tractor;
- -actual hours, fully equipped. MAO
Uton
py-Go:Lucky
FOR SALE
new International corn drill. L. J.
• tithe 4-H Club 'cratra
11,Hazel.Icy, p ones, hane
Anderson county for e POR BALE: OFIFICE BUILDING.
M25C
52, office 20.
Live years.
be seen at 110 Nortti ith at..
Murray,
J.
L.
Ky.
ILy.
Hazel,
Mall.
Whitley co
ants In
Female Help Wanied
Call 52 or 20
11125C
1,400 to finance the pur
Merry plants.
FOR SALE: 1953 FORD, TWO FMMALE HELP 94ANTED Wartdoor; 1951 Oldanobile two door, . reds fur modern restuarant on
arrard •Founty, about
white tiros, radio and heater. A lake. Experienced pieeerred Must
rugs are being made
beauty 1902 Catalina Pontiac, 1961 have own tranaporta t ion. Ph 140214
s of homemakers club.
Ford Victoria, 1951 Chevrolet Bel Kentucky Lake Lodge
M25P
makers club members
Vt.
J. Hill, phones, residence
n county made 17
52, office 20, Hazel, Ky.
M25C
I, draw draperies for
FOR RENT
n County Infirmary.
FOR SALE: NEW C A. ALLIS
-Chalmers tractor and equiprrwn't
RENT: NEW FLOOR SANOnly made 15 acre crop $1400.
. days. Edgers and Polishers. Call
Torn Robbins, Farm...145cm
$130P
1300, Murray Home ii•Auto.
Alec
FOR SALE: 10 HORSE JOHNSON
FOR RENT: FURN/SHED-APT.
motor in good condition. 806 Olive.,
with free. garage W P Dulaney,
H. B. Bailey Sr. Ph. 211.
M26P
1112 Olive, Phone 353-J.
NI252
R SALE: BIRD CAGE WITH
FOR
RENT.
2
APT
ROOM
nd ;6.50 See at Ledger and
Lttilaaes fulniehed
Also
$25 00
Times.
sleeping rooms. Call 1314, 718
MEW
FOR SALE: .ROTARY
POWER. Olive.
mover 211 Brig Stratton motor.
FOR RENT: A WELL LOCATED
Good condition. Priced to sell.
house, four big rooms and hi*.
Ph 1187 after 13 o'clock
6127P
Ekg yard and giirden Has its own
FOR SALE ONE 10 YEAR OLD running hot and cold water. Elecy mare
worker
Good
See tric pump. The best deep well
floor
Hardwood
Hard
Terry Bucinrdhona near Baker water
M25C painted ceiLings 937 50 month J.
t • ums road Call NM.
OWEU. $100.00
Edd Utterbeck. phone 1088 J 505
iodding Ring $62.30
FOR SALE: LOT OF LADIES Walnut Street.
Mar
Is and children's hats. $1.00 &
RENT
3 ROOM
APT.
1 49 See Mon at 505 Walnut. Dell FOR
Finney Utteibark.
ITC Basement end bath. Vacant about
April
let. $30
triontfl'.' Phene
-R SALE: S WEEK OLD BOXER 1398-W.
6125P
papa_
ARC
Phone
registered.
1699-W. Torn Venable, 1704 MulMOMUIMENTS
EWELRY STORE
ler.
?CNC
Murray Mutt* and gramte works.
1. 4th St. Phone 1934
Builders o. fine memorials for
FOR SALE: USED NORGE DE-_
oyez hall century.
Ruler White,
x gas range Excellent condition.
htanage:•. Phone 121.
A22C
at 1401 Vine or call 11384.
)
Mad
FOR RENT: THREE ROOM APT.
:HILL
R SALE: SAWED WHITE OAK Automatic heat. Tel 530-J. MC
enee port. tt mile eon of SOuth
Pleasant Grove. L. R. Cooper.
NOTICE
Hazel Rt. one.
M25P
Service

FOR

Furches

ME

len

.-Phone

L

86

HOME"

ING

`11

kor, Judy Holiday, Caesar Romero,
Jimmy Cagney, Fred MacMurray
Donna Reed and John Derek
A solute to radio is conspicuously abset, but producer Jack Ray&
master-mind the program. shurg-

god that "I tried."
The biggest headache c
rdt
ed
ing a "spectacular", he
the problem of which stars he:.
winkle the brightest.

f

To All Our Customers, Both Old And New And To
All Other Car And Truck Owners In This Area

You Are Invited To A

FREE CLINIC

Reproientative sal
Circulation
the Courier-Journal and LouAville Times, at the Murray
National Hotel Friday aftsrnoon
or Saturday.

Yes, folks, in keeping our Service Department as up-todate as possible, we have just installed the complete line
of the finest . . .

Color TV
Is Here
To Stay

REMEMBER
This Is

SUN

FREE!

Motor Testing
Equipment
For

Servicing

Your

Car

...is•
elite/T.
.1 '9
•-1"- bits
oft'

No Strings Attached

Monday. March 28
George H. Martin, zone

manager of Sun

Electric

Corporation,

will

h- itt ottr - Nop to assist our mechanics in giving your car a complete
en

,

li

'Yak NUM..- Will
this analysis

be

shows

absolutely free to you,
any

work

that

your car

may

need, yOu• are

under no obligation whatsoever .to us and may take your car where-

you wish

ever

to have necessary work done.

DRIVE YOUR CAR IN TO OUR SHOP

IIRDERtie

Monday.March 28

•

(-44.4 WNTASrziR

R.

11.14arar • •
Award will appear for the stage.
Jimmy Durante will do a segment
representing television
Other celebrities appearing- in
person or via film include Charlton
Won, movie pioneer Adolph Zu-

Notice

apt

SPECIAL RATE FOR INSURING boats ItIld motors. See or
call Way& B. Wilson Insurance,
Milt;
phone 3* and b89-H-4.
MONUMENTS SOLID GRANITE
'
By ALINE MOSEY
Large sel.ction styles. saes. Call United Press
Staff correspondeis
85. S.-e at Calloway Monument
HOLLYWOOD API - The we - '
works Vester Orr. owner. Wi.et still looks black-and
-white to it
MEOC TV viewers. But
Maia St. Near Cotlege.
color will
nailed 'down to stay Sunday a
NOTICE: IT'S CLEAN UP TIME.
NBC opens the first new cule;
Septic tanks and ce.ss pools pumastudio with the fanfare of one of
ed and cleaned with modgrn up to
TV's biggest 1 -star shows.
date equipment. All jabs strictly
, Many a viewer complains that
guaranteed No job too small. For
service call L. Davis, phone 189. the supercolossal muscials are des
signed for color sets, yet most
IftraLy.
the sudienee hasn't \he $900
FOR SALE B-K ROOT BEES
IF YO1' WANT TO RENT A
enjoy the glorious red, blues and
Drive Inn and -Franchise A very'
leashing imetitne, call bilis. RichLost & Found
greens.
rofitable business at a reason
,
ardson. phoae 74.
A7C
Scrne trade experts in-ust color
ale price Will lease to a reliable
54.40,A•1
Hgra isn't - sweeping TV and lowering
its Of
persons. For further PRE -EASTER
SIX LosT,. LADY'S
SPECIAL:
write
information
R. gort card photographs and one goat at the Murray _Wirrnan's Club. the prices of sets as fata as exCharles
a
Mu ke Petted.
Mrs.
Johnson, Route 7. Frank:Mit, In- Eel° enlargement, only $395. Loves Finder return to
But NBC indicates color TV will
5125P
diana.
MMIC audio. 503 Poplar
A9C Overbey. 303 North 5th
march on regardless. Next Sund the; network unveils the first gni
built only for color TV, a colossus ;
in Burbank equipped' with an mpressive array of lights and
boards like the inside i.: •
futuristic mac..vhip
Uncomfortable Remainder
Copyright itni by Ram 5.5,
DIstrthoud try King nature as•ae.i.
The new color studio means
ernore color TV programs will be
noose .n a cab lust as she
.!,
The dachamini. s.
is P•Or.•
produced In Hollywood, an uncom/Me Altdrus bed Wacker:I-Out On ankles and trotted oft- rting out He wasn't 'busy
:
slight before rie was to ha,e wed lovely I
fortable remainder to the movie
lternuuon nelsen. Susan re.
Ragusa Palham in her suburban Net come about a clothing drat
drily, was Barry busy 70)
studios over the hills.
Tort home fie had awakened to find this, drive that, they'll enc.
Mayvehicular
the
of
siecumid
itlentralf
'and he had come up to get his car
the poorhouse."
The kick-off program. NBC cltag at ftegipa'• arnisll eon. Roger. And driving us into
gone trom the garage where t was behad
dachshund
The
tbeugh he knew he d been framed, eN Iaims, will be line of the toggest
been
hod
so
guilt,
him
mayto
thought
"I
rived,
Isolated
said,
tie
skoe•
through the barn and on unto the age
yet as to the number if appearing
maerairel of homicide and had served
It teem But free now in stable at the back and was bark- be you'd drive me down,' and got
• brief
The program. "Entertaininto her ear with tier.
, *ad aided by Polio, la- ing furmsualy.
14w•
4lI have Bob Hope
ment. 1955.'
m Andrus is beat upon
AM)/
here,"
come
she
nim,aehere
"Beaver,
told
WhenSusan
ar% ni• mom A clue as te his
%w
wonI
Nos
trag
.
.
.
that
"Beaver
shook
oil
shouted,
Barry
going
netereabouts
was
,
attire
NANCY
night, teeth Awdens to the auburba• der what-"
; tolerantly.- "Whig an earth do yii
shack of eine 'Midnight Mike • Here
and as the want to go?"
said,
Susan
"Rata"
mumbles
he
daunt
and
Injured
P.. is
wriggirigly, she
appeared
Upon the corer, of adideleht Mike • dog
"Call it charity." Susan anhimself. Jim hides out in s cheap local pulled her yellow cardigan around
swered. -The poor old ti-how was
hotel that night and when nest mornhouse."
the
the
into
on
by
foetid
her. "Come
Ia. bla 'liver task is
destitute -he has no friends, no
bud", of the murdered man. Andrus is
On the way inside Amy spoke family I'm going to lay a wreath
again wanted by the police. But Jlm'•
haphad
what
and
Andrus
Jim
of
him
helps
loyal friend. Susan Dwight
on his grave."
eiade the law. Susan never had he. pened She said, •'The truth is that
She stopped at the florist's in
lieted Andrus guilty of kilns, tittle man should never have come back
grievher
the square and then proteedad
Roger and she is sure that
ing half-sister. Regina Pelham. ettit here not, mina you, that I think north and east. The cemetery
Imes thus man' Now dimly. Jim re- he killed that man tor sure--I
where Brodsky was to be buried
volt' bovine been Niemen/here with
-Midnight Mike" and • woman the don't think Dave is sure either- was inside the cit) limits. If the
the but Andrus did Regina •enciugh
night the lad had died beneath
woman Andrus was searching tor
wheels of ma ear Hopeful of finding
and he should have stayed had been • crony of Brodsky's she
that woman the following day. Susan harm
.
away-'
Dwight 'etude -Mittel(' funeral
would probably turn up at the fu• • •
neral -or would she, on a day like
CHAPTER TWELVE
Michael Brodsky was to be this? The wind was a gale and
"I'M GOING to Brodsky's fuicy rain was steelly and amthe
buried at 3 o'clock in • cemetery
neral." SullieUt Dwight addressed
Just north of the city, the local placable. •
hermit to Aadrus *trough the
paper said. ,After a scratch lunch
Susan was almost too late. The
Inch -wide crack between door and
at 1, Susan wandered from win- ceremony was over and WO MournIamb at the toot of the loft Stairdow to window, watching the ers, a nuserable huddle under
case, her eves alternately on What
grounds for the approacn of the slanted tembreliaa hau left the
ehe could sesi of him and on the
law. A nruah saresman and • man grave and were straggling toward
new 'beyond the open barn door.
about the Water meter put ner the tunerial cars when Susan pulled
ere was no one in sight. it was
heart in her mouth, hut there was up a short distance trom the main
11 o'clock on the following 'nothno Inge of the whoa
gates. She warred through the
ing. Earlier, before anyone else
A sister cia Michael Brodsky's misted window. There were two
was up, Susan had brought coffee,
wattled
wan
She
located.
been
Sal
parties, four men in a group and
AS Ake
tolls and eigarets to the window
to a man named Petter and lived another1 man and woman, alone.
on the other side of the landing.
rOCAL-1.4 ..SETTIN'4,110
husband
her
where
Hastings,
In
leaped
hopes
Susan's
woman-A
about
then
her
Andrus had told
/DirA.Cr-11307, NE GOrrA
was a contractor In a small way. at the sight of rier. The woman
Edit-te• search of Mrs. Casserly's
At 2 that afternoon Mrs. Potter Was having an altercation with one
TH/All-r OF /
- FHASS
about
and
before,
night
the
roam
paid the sergeant a visit. Toil' of the undertaker's men. Susan
HOW U5 .R.1'NY W/MAIEN
the detective in the grounds.
McInspector
detective
the
hunter,
rolled clown the window and lisSusan all puzzled, and thoughtHANDLES OUR
had sent up from New York, tened, and Ger elope fizzled the
ful. '1 don't trim Edith an inch, Kee
MEN-FOLK
a
Brodsk)
when
impasse
with
was
Michael
Slawas
Brodsky's
woman
wonder
n general prrneiplea. I
Potter charged ter. She didn't live m Yonkers, she
omit She Was after? Perhaps it suitor •rrived. allts.
Into the office with blood in her lived in itastAngs and she was inhas nothing to do with all this,
a stout, asthmatic sisting on being conveyed there.
She's naturally • schemer-and yet eye. She was
The cortege vanished.
Lulu Camel-be, been queer . . I'd woman with sandy hair.
"Where's Mikes money?" she
91cre's your wreath, dear." Barlike to get • look at that suitcase
of
front
in
up
Mogan4
ry laid it on her tap with his Intry later on." As demanded,
Myself . . .
pena
'ant
Dupassea
"There
desk.
gratiating gran. Then he relented.
for the policeman, Dupasse had
wanted to make sure Jim Andrus ny in that shack up in the hills, "I'll come with you."
"No, dont.. Why should you sufdidn't turn up at the house mat not a penny- and no bank book.
night_ There was no one around Mike made good money, and he fer? l'U only be is minute." S -an
it all up."
Jumped out, went through thi
now. Oman said. "The police don't didn't drink
She could tell Litspasse nothing gates. The rain was cutning Joan
know you're here in the barn or
dein buckets. In an instant she ii-as
you wouldn't be here, you•d be he didn't know. She ended by
claring that she couidn't pay tot deluged.
under arrest."
two
AIME an' SLATS
had
she
funeral,
brothers
tier
She reached tbe murdered mai. •
Andrus didn't want her to go
her pwri tweleed and grave, stopped and laid the wren!!
to Brodsky. funeral. He was vio- children of
Said that a collec- Oh the narrow mound of wet eai t.
lently opposed to it. fie gave her clothe. Dupasse
WWI up &Moat with a *Meer. Andrea hadn't killed
the tonne -advice the dee., had tion had been
Now LET'S FORGET THIS
.other s and that Michael Brodsky. Who bad? She
given her yesterday. "Keep out of friends of her br
to be buried at 3 that after • stood ereet-a and tound herself
NONSENSE, ABEL °FART ,YOU
ft from now on, Susan. You've he was
noon in Mount, Holly cemetery in looking into the (ace of a woman
JUST PC LIKE YOUR OLD AUNT
done enough."
TELLS YOU AND YOU'LL WIND UP
A black dachshund was charg- North Yonkers. Mrs Potter left a few beet away. The %omen aa:monua
01
lee
the
in
atter
threateningly
cowering
announcing
was
tng up Use driveway. The dog
WITH eet MILL/ON HOCKS,
rouno
and
small
a
get
was
to
She
going
ment.
was
she
that
tweed
•
In
woman
followed by a
THEN YOU CAN WAVE ALL
dark
and
cheeks
full
red
interher
for
very
out
with
look
to
lawyer
stick.
a
carrying
hat,
coat and
THE SLATS SCRAPPLES
scarf
black
over
tied
was
A
conies
eyesests.
"Here
hurriedly,
said
Swan
YOUR LITTLE HEART
"Kind of Interesting, that," the her head and tier black coat Aoli.
Amy Redgate. I'll bring up more
DESIRES
food later in the day. Don't stir little detective from New York shabby. In a hand behind her took
she held a bunch of carnations inuntil you hear from me," and went murmured.
"Interesting 7"'I./troilism said with effectually concealed. She looked
through the door.
Susan had known Arty all her disgust. He found nothing what- frightened.
"This Is the one," Susan
life and although very fond of her, ever Interesting in Mrs. Potter.
She heartily wished her and her Todhunter didn't say anything thought. "This is the woman Jim
dog elsewhere. Amy said, "Ill, mote. He got up and wandered Andrus is looking for. I surprised
her. She doesn't want to be seen.
Susan, hole, are you? It 'Doke like outSusan Dwight left for the ceme- She Waited Mit the' Other - had
snow."
'Sumo said It might snow at tery at a quarter to 3, not, as the gone."
'To Be Conlintc.-4 1
haft hoped, alnne, f3trrv s.-rh,'od
,,that. "It's almost December."

Tell Her It

'y, 1955

THE LEI.M.aiti ANL? TI48P473. nutusAL. &En
•••=aaaamanamitamana
,
NOTICE• FOR LUZIERS. CALL LOST: TAN &
WHITE PUP, representing the movie business
Gladys Hale, Broad St. Telephone part sheppard, part hound. Weighs and Dinah Shore, records. LeonNI2OP about 45 lbs. Last seen in the tyne Price wil represent opera in
445.
vicinity of the
College.
Call a telecast from New York while
MACHINE
SEWV1G
SINGER
[1218-W.
TIC Helen Hayes arnd the play that
Murray. For
to
representative
wins this year's Antoinette Perry
Repair, contact
Service.
Sales.
NOTICE
OF BALE
Phone
Ireari
I-1 all, 203
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
rrc
1253- X-J
Mavis Morrie, Plaintiff
VS.
DON'T FAIL TO REGISTER FOR
O. O. Dublin, De enclant
the FREE PONY to be given away
Pnrsuunt to a judgement dated
April 30. No obligations
Just March
10, 1955, in the above
register Johnson Groorry, 312 So,
captioned case, I stuall proceed to
5.
•
ABC sell at. Public Auction
12 St., phone 117
at the court
EN house 000r on Monday, March
ENVELOPES. ENVELOPES
velopes. up to 10 x 15 Brown 1955, at 1:00 o'clock, p.m. or thereclasp envelopes of any use LI 'about, the ft:Hoy/mg items:
I. Little Office Building situated
you nee
clasp envelepee call
at the Ledger and Times office on the Dublin Used Car Lot on
tor East Main Sti eet.
Perfect
supply department
2. Neon Sign, light wires, light
mauling
bulbs and other luaus on the
Used Car Lot on East Morn Street.
Saud above enumerated items
MALE HELP WANTED
to be sold to the highest and best
Man between tht ages of 21
bidder for cash.
to 30 years, with at least two
Given under my hand, this 14
years college education or the
day of March 1955.
equivalent. Willing to travel in
Brigham Futrell, Sheriff
Kentucky or Smehern Indiana.
Calloway County, Ky.
Good starting
laiy and travelAttutney, Waylun Rayburn
ling expenses. See Mr. Ellis,

a

MURRAY MOTORS. INC.
605

YOUR

West Main

FRIENDLY

FORD

DEALER

Murray,

Kentucky

By Ernie Buahmilieu

-3

NANCY--- WH AT .1
HAPPENED 2

-1 WAS
SITTING
ON THE
CAR--

--AND SUDDENLY THE
HOOD CAME UP

Ira

Ca 'Maw lama Iwo 4aaa•

By AI Capp
C IS LOOrtiN" MIGHT'? LIVELY!!

HERE,.4004...
--LOOK
7?
DIDN'T YO'UD AN'
DIE 'BOUT TEN
ARS AGO ?-

•
4.0

By Remburri Van Buren

r wE'v6 GOT OUR LAST
308 COMING UP -AND IT'S
THE BIGGEST. MAKES THE
OTHER CAPERS LOOK 74cLI1<E KID STUFF,
LISTEN CAREFULLY!

ITS AN ARMOIRED CAR 308
DELIVERY, ABOUT A HUNDRED
GRANO IN PA`, DAY CASH
TO THE LOCAL
PLANT.

sHoe

l,
a:
;

ft.

-a•

THIS ONE HAS TO 8E
SPLIT-SECOND TIMING ABEL - ARE Y011
LISTENING,'

r,

•

•

1
•

•

c

4.

w.

•

•••••••11.111.

La

^171.A; 14•OGRis h3t&rifiR2.3,* itrO
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THE LEDGER AND TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
BACKSTAIRS AT THP
WHITEHOUSE

1.1••• ••••••••••.

ONLY 15, MOTHER OF TWINS SAYS SHE CAN MANAGE

By MERRIMAN SMITH
Vatted Press White Reuse Writer
at the White House:

•

•

FRIDAY! MARCH' 25, 1

Saturday and 4th Monday

Studious lady who clocks the
movements of downtown squirrels
repOrts:
"If the President doesn't get rid
a his lawn squirrels, he'll have
no new buds from the Queen of
The Netherlands."
Queen Juliana last wring cent
Mr. Eisenhower several hundred
Holland tulips. 4 And the White
Hourse squirrels love the early.
,
green shoots.

One of the President's old friends
from South Dakota, Korchak Ziolkowski of Custer. SD., showed up
• in town the other day. Zoilkowski
Li a proper Bostonian who emigrated • to the Black, Hill3 some
years ago and dedicated his adult
life to blasting out a rough, ruck
figure of Chief Crazy Horse, leader
Of the Cheyenne Tribe Just before
the bloody battle in which Gen.
Custer lost his head.
Ziolkowaki had an artist's dream
•- he'd du the figure of Chief Crazy
Horse without federal money. The
strain of daily blasting, however,
proved too much and Ziolkowski
is now willing to accept 5 million
dollars. provided the government
doesn't tell hlm how to arrange
his chief's feothers - in stone

end Darlene Lee, Mrs. Ridge left highschool to Wore.

•

known Orr ugholo Keftrucky for his
work as an athletics official He
officiated in the' Southeastern -on
forence from 1.
930 throiagh•1940 and Monday's
e ,noplete record follows:
FRANKFORT le
an official at the Rose Bowl
The can,- :
paign f candiciats Bet: TComo- game
Census
35
In 1046 ..
who is seeking tht Democr
Adult Beds.
60
Ite also 4. a cher personal friend
at.e
FIrergency Beds
rumination for eoverrior. io•irod •f Sen
2.5
E rle C Clements D-K.
Patients Admitted
mentum today with the
5
In:no do:ely atter
at:P.m:s lection
mem •rf Rutrisey Tay lo7
Patient.; Dismissed
it,
ye-ter oy Taylor antis unced that
tor_ is h:s campaim chairman
Ctize
New
ns
•mr,r1 • otoong of Combs'
-T-as4er=52, etrairrr.,:r of
tate :campaign roadquorters at Louti- Patients admitted from Friday
Bcard of Ed ,,•
I:111e ...AI be oeld !larch 29 at the 4.00
p m tc.Monday300ptn •
Seelbach
'Th( announcement e•f Talor .•
Mn. Clarence Wiggins.' 402 So.
11th. St Murray: Mrs. Doris Turas
Carrt only ii few days after Harry ner. Rt 6, Renton. Mrs. Joe Adams
.11.4ts W.de-field. 71inton publlafter a04t 107
:zald
-riid-T•iTe-ctid an offeir
e Ch lee Rt. 7. Denton, blares

Hospital News

emommumem
95 Drive-in
THEATRE'
--

manage
',Gars* T.0 isaatter. Rt 2, Box 286,
a
tda
f
sato G. v Lawerence W W.F.:h- Murray. Mass Judith Ann Coll!n
a
THUlt‘DfrY & FRIDAY erby Macie the offer in •palit,c 606 Maple St...Benton. Mr Joe
a&4
Pace
4.
'264
TOW St. Murray, Mrs
"BETRAYED"
Wateefield
in Color
ocre N. wherry 406* No 6th St
..is
•for the Drmoewith Clark In&b1.- and
• ••
t:.
n a r. t *evil:Toro Murray: Mrs Jack Kennedy Ji
Lana Turner
.
mate for Comtwo op. and baby girl. 107 No 6th St
- Show Starts at 6:45 -- .7 ent .n ths prirraiy A B
Murriy. Mrs Gene Cathey
and
tw.4"y tiewo415 Vine Si.
Chandler.
Murray.
Mr;
Presto
SATURDAY ONLY
n Taylor. Hanan. Tenn :
like Waterfield. is fret
- Double Featur. - !he 1st Congressional District an Nlos Diane W.lsom Rt 5. Murray:
Mrs
• Herbert Parson Craig.
ar oa•
"FORT OSAGE"
Rt 3.
Hazer Mrs Jafbn T King.
n thr pPr.
adrrunl tr
Cadiz
In rotor
ton f •"tea to offset .2liandl. •
starring Rod Cameron
retil in :he district
IMLIE% F. SALK VACCINE
P-L-U-S
C••rr.bs. in rsterring to. Tayl.i.
WILL RC '
,ACCESS
"THE MAZE"
, ro:Ptan.ce -4 the .c nairmatiship
with Richard Carlson
said. -I. am extremely deiighted
that Mr Taylor h. s affiliated him

SUNDAY •nr4 MONDAY self wise My campaign to mar
"THE BAMR00 PRISON" tror: ;rod sirs:omits+ if, Rentuck•
7..' in tr
'•
starring Robert Francis and ego. 5.or. or{.',no.
::f . ti on
:s k000
Diane Fester
!S
•`''' • os rieen conro-:
.• ntocky

4
0
0
1t

lor tong
in

.
.
n.

DETROIT 7
Parke D'svts &
appeared certain that
resOlts of Salk vairone
teats given
1J -it year will show
that the serum
• in effect.se polio
fighter

liAz Eisenhower followed this advice for a tune. then decided it
was an unwOrthy worry. He now
has-a sizeable herd of Black Rut:beef cattle Congressman Hays is
well aware of this herd build14
and asked the President the othe:
day w hat he intended to do exit.*
it. particularly on Brownell's ad

:Whit Would 701LA
litra,*Wt.. &eked Hays
-I'd get me snottier lawyer." the
congressman replied

TV Schedule
WLAC-TV
SIIIDAI
1 30 Hall-Mitchell Deb•te
UU Now And Then
2 30 Adventure
3 30 The Search
4 00 Man Of The Week
430 Youth Takes A Ward
00 The American Week
10:45 Sign Off

I

Lindsey's Jeilelers
MURRAY.

•

MAYFIELD

BILL'S STANDARD
•
STATION
.
Across From Post Office

Limit 2 Per Customer

Ladies
Men's Large White

Rayon Panties

Handkerchiefs'.

Reg. 25c pi.

-COPY

"5 prs. for $1.00

Reg. 15c Value
Ladies
SPECIAL
_
A fine handkerchief in your breastpocket will give the final touch of

10 for $1

Rayon Panties
'Reg. 39c pr.

3 prs.$1.00

SWIM DIVINOS1 °12
r
Heavy

Heavy Cannon Trels
59c ea. ---- 2 for $1.00

Cannon Striped Towels
39C ea.-3 for $1.00

WMC-TV
- •8144DAV

10 45
11:15
11:30
12 00
12 30
1110

On
The CM ittophers
This is the Life
Mr Wizard
David Brinkley's Newsroom
To be announced_ __
Twehty Questions
Cathohc Hour
Cleveland Browns vs. Chi
cago Cards
News

12x12 Wash Cloths
6c ea. ---- 20 for L0,$
Just Received Truckload

Hand Painted

DISHES
4" PLATES
4" FRUITS
CUPS
SAUCERS
5" PLATE
SUGAR
CREAMERS
6" SOUP BOWLS
7" & 8" PLATES

344)
3:4* Adventure
COO Community ;looess.

Don't Miss These Gigantic Specials

4.30 hop?icipg„..Lassicly
5-00- 'Meet the Riess
5:30 Roy Rogers
614' Corliss Ar:Oler,
6•30 Mr. Peepers
7-00 Lomedy Hour
8-00 Diamond Jut..ee
10:00 News
10:15 Clete -R.i-berts

•

each 5c
each Sc
each 10c
each 10c
each-10e
each 10c
each 10c 8" BOWLS
each 15c PLATTERS
each 20c TEA POTS

cO Sights

each 20c
each 25c
each 49c
2 Days Only

Belk-Settle Co.

10:30 Story Theater
11 -00 Jigsaw
12:00 Sign Off

MURRAY, KY.

•

COPY FADED

36" Fast Color Prints
29c or 4 yds. $1.00

MEN'S WHITE T-SHIRTS

WSM-TV

10:15

52.50 - $16.50

Work Shirts - - - $1.00 each

NYLON HOSE
2 pairs $1.00

vice. ,

9:40 sign

---

Men's Blue Chambray

Ladies 51 Gauge First Quality

a major farm program.

9.45

VVe found that, by wiping off the head lamps,
_NA __Ive.11.-44e-shield. our . customers:
have an easier time
finding -our -station. at
night. '

special $1.00

Gen Herbert Brownell Jr. who
felt that a Chief Executive should
not be deetsb ;nvolved with cows
at a time when he was building

-r

Grand gift for wallet stuffera i,i -Sptciafly
designed to carry, a double loa4 of Curren,t. cards
and papers- %-el folds flat .and netit. Acrordion-fold
ends gke twice the usual eapa•ity. make hill po•ket
twice_ .as easy .to .get -iu--a84d-4.4i4--44,-Srrterliy-tafkft'dsmooth calfskin. mororto, stcerhide arid other line
Withers. See them now.

1

Reg. $1.49 Value

The President said that when he
first bought los farm at Gettysburg, Pa, -he had a small, mixed
herd of coOtle He raid he broke
up the herd on the advice of Atty.

5:30 You Are There
6 01.1 Lassie
6 30 Private Secretary'
s J 1-•ynd precdent of
the 7:00 Toast Of The Tow-.
11.:-..,!-T11
1.
...ed;
firm. • announced g:00 4..; E. Theatre
Monchiy that his tirm
will start 6:30 Celeste Holm Show
peeduet'on of the vaccine
for corn- 900 Father Knows Best
mie:c.al ;ale in May
9 30 What's My Line
10 00 Sunday News Special
Results of the tests, being
eVal-. 10:15 TBA
•
at the. University
of MichiSIINbAY
g in 'inter tht
d.rectian of Or, 1270o
Youth Wants, Co
Thomas 'Francis Jr
won't be an1230
Frontiers Of Vann
-minced until "the
first pert of . 1
-00 Professional Football
3:45 Sports For The ro -tor
4:00 Hall Of Fame
M %Kt its4
REI".1UR (HAIRS 4 30 The World This Week
a16) Li berate
T s er•s -oche reader
- from 14 544) Vanderbilt rootbai,
.rrak.r, clubs in Lisrua
.county &le Peoele Are Funny
arnoi how to reseit
chairs and 6:30 Mr Peepers
tic:rig -Koos gram at 7.00 Colgate Corned- linto
• rammg school conduc
g 00 Television rheato.
ted by Mrs
Lelia :I %per
home furnishings 9
(X) Inner Sanctum
.•,•-cla!at' at the Univer
sity of 9
" Movietame
Kentucky Supervising
home de- Ul" Loretta Young Show
nit nstrato r
work. in the county
is Mrs Strom Lane. horns
agent

BILL
SAYS

Ladies Print Dresses

This happensd at a* recent Eisenhower lurrh for members of
Coro
gress Rep Wayne Hays 0-Ohio,
who sat next to the President,
vouches for it

DISPLAYING HER twin daughters in Torrance. Calif.15 • year - old
Mrs. Doris Jean Ridge declares.
'Use had lots of experience taking care of nieces and nephe
ws and 1 know I can manage two
bat:sea I thing they're wonderful" Her husband James
C Hilge. Jr 24. a roofer (unemployed).
Is shown with "her Laniented he. 'Gosh. we'%e onks got three
dozen -,ers" The twins -se Debo.

Combs Campaign
Gains Momentum

Shop At Belk-Settle For Outstanding Valu
es For The Family and Home
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a
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